. Two major classes of mutation in cancer progression. (A) Gatekeeper mutations increase the rate of cellular proliferation. This may occur following mutations of oncogenes that directly accelerate progress through the cell cycle. For example, Myc is an oncogenic transcription factor that influences the gene expression of many other genes [11] . A recent study suggests that Myc-activated genes gear cell physiology to the rapid utilization of carbon sources and the expansion of cellular mass [12] . Tumor suppressor genes are also gatekeepers that increase proliferation by abrogating blocks to progression through the cell cycle. The retinoblastoma gene encodes a tumor suppressor that acts as a transcription factor to control many genes involved in cell proliferation [13] . The retinoblastoma transcription factor can, for example, silence target genes of its binding partner E2F that play a key role in the DNA synthesis (S) phase of the cell cycle. Michor et al.'s study [6] shows that small cellular compartments best control gatekeeper mutations. (B) Caretaker mutations cause genetic instability, increasing the rate of cellular mutations. p53 is a caretaker and also the most commonly mutated gene in human cancers [14] . p53 appears to be a transcription factor that regulates a variety of other genes involved in cellular growth [15, 16] . Among its functions, p53 blocks progression through the cell cycle in response to DNA damage. Loss of p53 therefore increases the accumulation of mutations. It could be that bypassing DNA repair both increases mutation and increases cellular proliferation, but Michor et al. [6] reasonably assume that genetic instability usually causes enough damage to reduce the average rate of cellular proliferation. This group goes on to show that large cellular compartments best control caretaker mutations.
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The contrast between advantageous gatekeeper and deleterious caretaker mutations leads to the first question. How does the size of a local cell population influence the probability that gatekeeper and caretaker mutations can spread and thus begin the progression toward cancer? The main insight arises simply from asking the question in this way, as this allows the powerful theory of population genetics to be brought to bear. In a large population, caretaker mutations with increased rates of proliferation almost always succeed, whereas gatekeeper mutations with decreased rates of proliferation almost never succeed. Put another way, natural selection among cell lineages deterministically takes its course in a large population. In small populations, chance events can influence which cell lineages succeed or fail. Thus, small populations increase the probability that deleterious caretaker mutations spread and decrease the probability that advantageous (to the cell) gatekeeper mutations spread.
In causes the cell to proliferate more rapidly [9] . TSP knockout can happen by two independent mutations to the locus, at the usual mutation rate for normal cells (Figure 2A) . Alternatively, the cell can acquire one standard mutation to TSP and a mutation to a caretaker gene that raises the rate of chromosomal abnormalities ( Figure 2B) . A common feature of chromo somal instability is loss of one chromosome of a pair followed by duplication of the remaining chromosome. This loss-duplication can cause a TSP locus that is heterozygous for a knockout mutation to become homozygous for the knockout [10] . Cells with chromosomal instability undergo loss of heterozygosity at a relatively high rate compared with normal somatic mutations. So the rate-limiting pathway for knockout of TSP would be one mutation causing chromosomal instability and one mutation causing heterozygosity to TSP, followed by rapid loss of heterozygosity [3] .
I have mentioned many parameters: mutation rates to TSP and caretaker genes, rate of loss of heterozy- 
